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Abstract. We study here a kind of rewriting systems called controlled rewriting systems (c-systems 
for short) which generalise the notion of regular semi-Thue systems. We show that the deterministic 
context-free languages are exactly the sets of the form [RI,, where R is a rational set and As 
is the right-congruence generated by a c-system S of a restricted type (S is basic and confluent ). 
Many links between forma! languages and congruences have been discovered 
since 1970 (see [S, 141 for recent surveys of results of this kind). The fact that some 
families of formal languages can be defined by means of finitely generated 
congruences Liar proved to lead often to equivalence algorithms for these families 
of languages [5,6,21,22]. 
Here we give a characterisation of the family of deterministic context-free 
languages by means of some kind of finitely generated right-congruences (this 
characterjsatio~ is an improvement of two results of [g] which provided some 
relations between dcfls and right-congruences). This characterisation leads to a new 
approach of the well-known (and still open) equivalence problem for deterministic 
pushdown automata (we recall that this problem consists, given two dpda 1, 
in deciding whether bosh automat a recognise the same language). 
We call a finite controlled rewriting system (abbreviated c-system) over an alphabet 
X, a part S of X* x ich can be decomposed as a finite 
IJy__l Ri X (Eli} x (?I;> 
c-system defines a reduction t--s: f~--~g i
and s E X*:. The e 
ongruence ~en~rat 
congruences generated by a unite semi-T 
se 
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Let L be a language over ajnite alphabet X. L is deterministic ontext-free 
iff there exists a regular set R c X * and a c-system S over X such that S is basic, 
conjluent, strictly length-reducing, finite and L = [RI,, . 
Here “basic” is a combinatorial property which is defined in [ 171 for semi-Thue 
systems and generalised in [6] to c-systems. In addition to the proof of this theorem 
we shall give without proof some other results which also relate dcfls with c-systems. 
In a subsequent article we shall investigate several decidability properties of c- 
systems [ 231. 
The most striking positive properties are 
(1) one can decide whether a finite, strictly length-reducing c-system is basic a:id 
confluent (hence basic, confluent, strict, finite c-systems, as well as dpda, are effective 
finite devices describing dcfls); 
(2) given two basic, confluent, strict, finite c-systems S,, S1, one can decide 
whether As, c As,. In particular the equality between As, and As .? is decidable. 
Here we describe the notation, give some technical definitions and some basic 
results about deterministic pushdown automata (Section 2.1), finite automata (Sec- 
tion 2.2), congruences (Section 2.3) and controlled rewriting systems (Seetion 2.4). 
2.1. Deterministic pushdown automata 
A deterministic pushdown automaton is a sextuple A = (X, Y, Q, d, qo, yo) where 
X, Y, Q are three finite sets called, respectively, the input-alphabet, he stack-alphabet 
and the set of states. The transition function, d, is a partial mapping: YQ x 
(X u {Ejj--, Y*Q: d is such that, for every yq E YQ, if there exists x E X such 
that d (yq, x) is denned, then d(yq -’ . , t I :s undefined. qO is the initiul state of A, y, E Y 
is the initial stack-symbol of A. We call conjiguration of A every word c = wq where 
w E Y* and q E Q. We think of w as the stack content written with its topmost 
symbol on the k-ight. A configuration c = q E Q corresponds to a vacuous stack- 
content and a state 
configuration wq is 
if w = E, 
if w = W’z where w’ E Y* and z E Y, then mode(wq) = zq. 
q. We call mode every element zq E ( Y u { e})Q. The mode of 
defined by 
then mode(wq) = q9 
We call e-mode every mode yq E YQ such that d (yq, E) is defined. A reading-mode 
is a mode yq E YQ ~11. t’Qat d( yq7 x) is defined for at least one letter x E X. We . 
call t+free mode e\:: which is not an E-msde i Le., every 
zq such that either z = e or for every x E -x u {F)_ d(zq, x) 
iS b. 
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Let q,q’ E Q, w,w’ E Y*, y E Y, f E X* and a E X u {E}, we note 
( bvyq, af) +A ( ww’q’, f) if d(yq, a) = w’q’. PA is the reflexive and transitive closure 
of +-_A. 
For every wq,w’q’E Y*Q and f~ X”, we denote by wq +.L w’q’ iff 
( wq, f ) PA ( w’q’, E ). The underscript A will be omitted when no confusion is possible. 
We note wq -2 w’q’ iff wq -+L w’q’ and the mode of w’q’ is E-free (in other words, 
iff A, starting with configuration wq, can read f without reaching a loop and stops 
its longest calculus (reading t is fixed word f) in configuration w’q’). 
Given a set F sf modes, the language accepted by A with set of final modes F 
is L(A, F) = {f~ X’+Ic E Y*Q, yaqo +-L c and mode(c) E F} (One should notice 
that in this definition 
a set of modes F = Q corresponds to an empty stack acceptance; 
a set of modes F = ( Y u {E}) x Q’ corresponds to a terminal state acceptance). 
A language L c X* is called deterministic (or strict deterministic) context-free iff 
there exists a dpda A and a set of final modes F = ( Y u { E})Q (or F = Q) such 
the?.: L = L(A, F). A dpda is called reahtime iff all its modes are E-free. A language 
L c X* is called real-time deterministic (or strict real-time deterministic) iff there 
exists some real-time dpda A and some set of final modes F c ( Y u { E))Q (or 
F c Q) such that L = L(A, F). 
A dpda A is said normalised iff 
(1) for every E-mode yq, d(yq, E) = wq’+lwI = 0 ( i.e., &-transitions are strictly 
decreasing); 
(2) for every reading-mode yq and every x E X, d(yq, x) = wq’* 1~1 s 2. 
It is well known that every dcfl is accepted by some normalised dpda with a set 
of r-free final modes F. In addition, every strict dcfl is accepted by some normalised 
dpda with a set of final modes F c Q. 
Until the ;nJ of this section, we fix a normalised dpda 
A = (xv Y, Q, 4 40, yo). 
We call a yq-iterative pair, every 5-tuple II = (f, , f2, J; , f4 ,x5) E(X”)’ such that 
there exist cy. /3 E Y*, y, y’ E Y, q, q’, q” E Q fulfilling yq --‘; cwy’q’, y’q’ -+.‘i fiy’q’ 
(where f2 # E; )t y’q’ +‘; q”, /3q” 4; q”. (This definition differs from the notion of 
yq-iterative pair given in [8] only by the fact that in [8] ‘6 = E was forbidden). As 
A is normalised, yq and y’q’ must be reading-modes. 
We say that I7 is a yq-iterative pair of the word .fi f2.P;_f4J5 = jI In the case where 
yq = yoqo and f E UA, F) f or some St:- of modes F, for every n E N, .fi f yf;.fih E 
L(A, F); hence i-F’ is an iterative pair of the language L(A, F) in the- sense of [I]. 
I7 is said to be arr elementary q-iterative pair iff is a yq-iterative pair 9.rch t 
(1) fi =Ji= E; 
(2) every yq-iterative pair off has the form 
Given two elementary pairs 
note 61, S Hz iff U, I), w, = u2b12w2 an 
I I)) vz . ering relation corres 
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applied on the pair (position of the last letter, position of the first letter) of the 
third component v. We say that an elementary yq-iterative pair l& = (E, U, v, w, E) 
is minimal iff it is a minimal element in the set {I7 1 R is an elementary yq-iterative 
pair of uvw] ordered by S. l[t is clear that, given a wor f E X*andamo 
f has at most one minimal elementary yq-iterative pair. We say that a word is 
yq-prime iff it has no yq-iterative pair. 
Let I% = ((u, b, c, d}, {y}, (q, qlq2}, d, q, y), where d is defined by Table 
1. The word f = o&cdd admits the following yq-iterative pairs: 
IT, = (E, a, b, cdd, E), l& = ( E, abc, d, d, E ), I& = tab, cd, d, E, E). 
Neither I7, nor I;r, are elementary yq-iterative pairs because of the existence of I73 
(see Fig. 1). The word g = abaabbb admits exactly two yq-iterative pairs: 
II. = ( E, a, b, aabbb, E ), A!, = (E, abaa, b, bb, E ). 
Hence IT4 and II5 are elementary. As I;r, c I&, 17, is a minimal elementary yq- 
iterative pair (see Fig. 2). 
Table 1 
a b d 
Yq 
Y4l 
Yq2 
YYq 
YYq2 
YYq 
41 
92 
41 
Ye 
YYq 
Yq 
91 
91 
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Fig. 2. 
We call a yq-iterative factor, every triple F = (fi ,fi,f3) such that there exist 
ti E Y*, y, y’ E Y, q, q’ E Q fulfi%ng 
fl 
Yq - aY'4'9 
yrq’ ?+ ytqr wit;: f2 # E. 
(This definition is given in [g].) F is called a yq-iterative factor of the wordf = J&f;. 
emark 22 If F = ( fl , f2, f3) is a yq-iterative factor such that yq -~‘J~f3 q” for 
some state q” E Q, then there existsf;, fg E X”, a E Y*, y’q’ E YQ, qi E Q fulfilling 
1 
yq L QY'd, 
f 
y’q’ 29 y’q’, 
.f; 
Y’d- s: 9 I’[; aq: - q”, f3 =fV[:* 
Hence n = Wf2,fL , E f 3”) is a yq-iterative pair of the word f, f2J;. 
We shall use the following version of the classical pumping lemma for dpda. 
Ler.dma 2.3. Let A = (X, Y, Q, d, qo, yo) be a normalised dpda and yq E YQ, q’ E 
f E X*. If yq +/‘q’ and If 1 2 (IQ1 [ Yl) lQl” ‘I, then f has a yq-iterative pair. 
(Sketch). This lemma follows from two facts. 
If a calculus yq +f q’ passes through a conjiguration with a stack-height strict/y 
thail (QI’I Y(, th en it can be factorised as 
f = fLf2hf4fS 9 
for some cy, /3 
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act 2. If p is an integer, yq Jq’ is a calculus which never passes through a 
conBguration with a stack-height strictly greater than p and 1 f 1 3 (191 1 Yl)l), then f 
has a yq-iterative factor. 
&dYiW 
yq-iterative 
Lemma 2.3. 
Fact 2 to the case where p = 1 i*] Yl and using the 
factor of f leads to a yq-iterative pair (see Remark 
El 
2.2. Finite automata 
fact that every 
2.2), we obtain 
A jnite automaton is a S-tuple B = (X, Q, q_, 4 Q+) where X, Q are finite sets 
called the input-alphabet and the set of states, respectively. Q+ the set of ;errnina? 
states is a subset of Q, q_ E Q is the initial state of B, and d, the transitiou function, 
is a mapping 
B is said to be deterministic iff 
(1) vq E 0, Qtq, 4 = 0; 
(21 vq E Q, b E X Id(q, x>l s 1. 
A deterministic finite automaton B is said to be complete iff 
(3) Vq E Q, V’x E X, Id(q, x)] = 1. 
We shall call calculus of B, every finite sequence C = qO, x1, qr , . . . , xi, qi, . _ . , x,, q,l 
such that n E N, for every i E [I, n] xi E X u {E), for every i E [0, n] qi E Q, for 
every i E [0, n - I] qi+l E d(qi, xi+t)* 
If f = X1X2.. aXi* - l X,7 we note qO-Jqn. In the case where B is deterministic we 
use the notation: qO. f = qn. Given a subset Q’ of Q, the language recognised by B 
with Q’ as a set of terminal states, denoted by L( B, Q’), is defined by 
L(& Q’) = {f E X”13q’E Q’, q& q’}. 
We use the notation L(B) for L( B, Q+). L(B) is the language recognised by B. We 
call every language L over X such that there exists a finite automaton B recognising 
L a regular (or ratjonal) language over X. 
2.3. Congruences 
Let ( l ) be a monoid and let % be an equivalence relation on M. 
e consider the following two properties: 
XE VY E Vz E M, x.%y =+ .x.z~ y.z 
XE x92y * z.x9z.y. 
e say at %! is a ri ce (of 
0) 
(2) 
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(or (2)). We szy that 9 is a congruence iff % is both a right-congruence and a 
left-congruence. 
2.4. Controlled rewriting systems 
2.4.1. Gene& yrq3ev:r’e.z of reductions 
Let E be a set and let I- be a binary relation which we call direct reduction. We 
shall follow the framework of [ 131. Hence we shall consider the binary relations F-’ 
(for every i>O), I’, P. he relation I--’ will be denoted by -+ (or sometimes by 
--I). We call it the direct derivation. 
The relation t- u -I-’ is denoted by H. The three relations F, A, G+ are called 
the reduction, the derialation and the equivalence generated by I-, respectively. About 
I- we consider the properties of being confluent, locally confluent, Church-Rosser, 
noetherian, as defined in [ 131. An element e E E is said to be +-irreducible (or 
irreducible modulo I-) iff there is no e’ such that e + e’. We denote by Irr(t-) the 
set cf all elements which are irreducible modulo F-. 
e is said to be t--reducible (or reducible modulo I-) iff there exists some e’ such 
that e I- e’. Let A be a subset of E. We use the following notation: 
(&a = 
[Ale. = {eE E13a tz A, a&e). 
We recall the following classical lemma. 
Let I-- be a noetherian reduction on E. I- is confluent ifffor every e E E, 
I[e]& n Irr(t)l = 1. 
Let us now consider the pnrticular case where E = X*, the free monoid generated 
by some alphabet X. 
t- is said to he strictly length-reducing iff it reduces strictly the length, that is, 
WE x*, b E x*, .P 8 * IfI ’ Id 
In the following we use the abbreviation “strict” for “strictly length-reducing”. 
2.4.2. Controlled rewriting systems 
The notion of a controlled rewriting system over an alph 
as an extension OF the notion of a semi-Thue system over 
associated a set of words K(u, v) which is the set of left-c 
can be applied. This means that a word pus can be 
left-context p belongs to (u, v). In the 
set X*, we obtain the classical notion of a 
can be considered 
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A controlled rewriting system oy’er the alphabet X is a subet S of X* x X* x X*. 
Every element (2, za, U) of S is called a rule of S. The direct reduction generated by 
S (denoted by I-~) is defined bv 
for every J; g E *, jI- g iff there exist (l, u, U) E S and s E X* such 
S 
that f = lvs and g = lus. 
We say that the rule (Z, ut v) applies on f and leads from f to g. The relations P-, 
(reduction generated by S), -+ (derivation generated by S) and As (equivalence 
generated by S) are then deduced from I-- s as described in Section 2.4.1. One can 
check that 6, is the smallest right-congruence containing the set { (lu, lv)}, ,,II,L,)ES. 
We then call As the right-congruence generated by S. 
2.4.3. Classes of controlled rewriting systems 
Let %‘,  Vz be two classes of languages. Let us denote by V?;(X) the set of languages 
over the alphabet X which belong to the class %‘i (for i E { 1,2)). We call %I -%$ 
decomposition over X, every finite set L? = { Li x { ui} x &}ic[1,,1 such that for every 
i E [l, n], Li E Y,(X), Ui E X *, Vi E %2(X). Each element Li x { Ui} x VP of D is 
called a component 
rewriting system 
of D. To such a decomposition D we associate the controiled 
Li X { ui} x y* 
We say that a controlled rewriting system S is a %‘,-%& controlled rewriting system 
Iff there exists a Ce,-%& decomposition D such that S = d. D is then said to be a 
%‘i-%‘z decomposition of S. 
Below we mention some classes of controlled rewriting systems which have 
appeared in the literature. Let us denote by Ret, Cf, Det, Rat and Fin, the class of 
recursive, context-free, deterministic context-free, rational and finite languages, 
respectively, and let us use the abbreviation “c-system” for a controlled rewriting 
system. The notion of a Ret-Fin c-system has been defined in [619 where the author 
uses this notion as a tool for testing the equivalence of simple grammars. It is noticed 
in [7] that the systems used in [6] were Det-Fin c-systems. The notion of a Rat-Fin 
c-system in relation to the notions of context-free and deterministic context-free 
language is studied in [7,8, 151. The rational semi-Thue systems, studied in [ 18,191, 
are a special kY*qJ .M~of Rat-Rat c-system and the context-free semi-Thue systems 
ied in [4] are a special kind of Rat-Al& c-system.% result of [2] shows that 
every Fin-Rat c-system generates a reduction whi _h is a rational transduction. 
In this article we mainly deal with Rat-Fin c-systems because this restricted class 
of c-systems is sufficient scribe the class of deterministic context-free languages. 
tiond c-system), every 
ositio~~ every 
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2.4.4. Froperties qf controlled retwitirog systems 
Let S be a c-system. We shall say that S is confluent, locally confluent, Church- 
Rosser, noetherian, strict when the reduction I-~ has the corresponding property 
(as defined in Secti e shall use the notation “Irr( S)” instead of “Irr( Q” 
and we shall say rd f is S-irreducible (or S-reducible) when f is I--~- 
irreducible (or t-,-reducible). 
Jin addition, we define here some combinatorial properties which really depend 
on the c-system lili (and not on the reduction t-, only). 
2.5. Let us consider the following conditions about a c-system S. 
Cl: 
c2: 
c3: 
S is 
S is 
S is 
for every rules (r, u, v), (r’, u’, u’) E S and every s’ E X*, 
rer = r’u’s’ and 1~1 s [Y’I 3 Is’1 = 0 and Irl = IY’I .
for every rules (r, u, u), (Y’, u’, u’) E S and every s’ E X*, 
ru = r’u’s’ and lrl > Ir’I * Is’1 = 0 or lr’z+l s Irl . 
for every rules (r, u, v), (r’, u’, u’) E S and every s E X”, 
PUS = r’v’ and Irl < Ir’I + lrul < lr’l. 
said to be left-basic iff it fulfills Cl and C2; 
said to be right-basic iff it fulfills Cl and C3; 
said to be basic iff it fulfills Cl, C2, and C3. 
Each condition Ci (i E [ 1,3]) can be considered as the prohibition of some type 
of configuration involving two rules (r, u, v), (r’, u’, u’) of S. 
Condition Cl m Cl expresses that the following configuration is impossible: 
ru = rYs’ with 0 < Is’1 or Irl < Ir’I. 
In other word= a left-hand side of rule cannot strictly embed a right-hand side. 
Condition @2: C2 expresses that the following configuration is impossible. 
ru = r’a’s’ with 0 < Is’1 and lr’l < Irl < [Ml. 
In other words, a left-hand side of rule cannot have a left-factor overla 
t-hand side of rule. 
rus = r’v’ with I pI < IY’I < I 
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In other words, a left-hand side of rule cannot have a right-factor overlapped by 
some right-hand side of rule. 
These definitions were stated in [6,8] a .l originated in earlier works about finite 
semi-Thue systems [ 17,9,5]. It appears that the notion of a basic system is central 
to the study of the links between context-free languages and congruences. 
We shall also consider the following property: a c-system S is said to be strongly 
injective ifE, for every rules (r, u, u), (r’, u’, v’) of S, and every s E X”, TVS = r’v’* 
(r, U, v) = (T’, u’, v’). In other words, S is strongly injective iff at most one rule can 
apply on a given word. This property implies that the derivation +s is injective in 
the sense that if f-S A and g -+s h then f = g. It IS straightforward that every 
strongly-injective c-system S is confluent (because I-~ is strongly confiuent in the 
sense of [i3]). 
2.4.5. .Qbour the total reduction Gf left-basic, confluent, strict, finite controlled rewriting 
systems 
Let S be a strictly length-reducing, confluent, finite c-system over X. By Lera-,lztz 
2.4, for every f E X*, [f]&, n Irr(S) has one element only. Let us denote by e,!f) 
this element. We call the mapping es the total reduction of S. 
Sakarovitch has shown [20] that when S is a strictly length-reducing, left-basic, 
confluent, finite semi-Thue system, OS preserves rationality. His proof is still 
applicable in the more general situation where S is a finite c-system. 
2.6. If S is a strictly length-reducing, left-basic, confluent, $nite controlled 
rewriting system over X and R is a rational subset of X” , :‘her;P 0,( R j IS rational too. 
(inspiredfiom Sakarovitch [20]). The proof of Theorem 3 of [g], shows that 
exists a dpda A = (X, Y, Q, d, qo, yO) which “computes” es in the sense that, 
if yoqo w-5 wq then e,(f) = cp( w) V(q) where q is a literal homomorphism, 
Y* ---* X* and !P is a mapping, Q - X*. Eut the mapping (Y, sending the word f 
on the configuration wq reached by A when reading A preserves rationality [12]. 
Hence & preserves rationality. cl 
From this theorem it follows that if S is a strict, left-basic, confluent, finite 
e class of langua at(_X*)} is the same as th: class 
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We shall give here a characterisation of deterministic context-free languages in 
terms of controlled rewriting systems. ore precisely, we want to prove Theorem 1.1. 
The fact that every language [RI,, where R is regular and S is a basic, confluent, 
strict, finite c-system is deterministic context-free has been shown in [S]. Hence it 
remains to prove that given a dpda A, there exists R and S fulfilling the required 
properties. 
Let A = (X, Y, Q, d, q,), yo) be a normalised dpda. or every y ‘2 Y, q E Q, 
y’ E Y u {E}, q’ E Q we define the sets 
ME(yqJ = {(u, 0, 4 E (X*)-‘I (E, M, t;, w, E) is a minimal elementary 
yq-iterative pair}, 
R(yq, y’q’) = (f E X* 130 E Y*, yq --!+ cyq’, mode( aq’) = y’q’ and .f is 
yq-prime}. 
The following three lemmas will enable us to use the sets ME(yq) and R(yq, y’q’) 
to build a finite c-system. 
If some word f E X* has a yq-iterative pair, then f has a decomposition 
f- rms where r E R(yq, y’q’), m = uvw where (u, v, w) E ME(y’q’j and s E X*. 
roof, Let g be the shortest prefix of _f which has at least one yq-iterative pair, 
f = gs where s E X”. Let m be the shortest suffix of g such that there exists r E X*, 
‘a E Y*, y’q’ E YQ fulfilling g = rm, yq _r ay’q’ and m has a y’q’-iterative pair. Let 
us prove that r E Nyq, y’q’) and m = UUM’ for some (u, v, w) E ME(y’q’). 
If r was noi . *q-prime, then r would be shorter than g and would have at least 
one yq-iterative pair, contradicting the minimality of g. Hence r E R(yq, y’q’). 
Let I7 = (m,, m2, m,, m4, m,) be a y’q’-iterative pair of m. 
By minimaiiry tif g, I7 must fulfill m, = E, otherwise rm, m2m3m4 would be shorter 
than g and lIvould have a yq-iterative pair. 
By minimahty of m, I7 must fulfill m, = E, otherwise m,m3m4 would be shorter 
tha,l m and would have a y”q’‘-iterative pair for y”q” E YQ such that 
Yq - 
r“*~ a”y”q” where a” E Y*_ 
We have proved that every y’q’-iterative pan- of 1% IE elementary. Let (E, u, v, w, E) 
be the minimal elementary y’q’-iterative pair of m. TIM-I m = uvw where (u, v, w) E 
ME(y’q’). Cl 
. ME(yq) isfinite. 
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a yq-iterative pair n = (51;, fi, f3, f& f5) with fi Z E. Let f be a word fulfilling the 
above conditions. Let ~0, ~1, . . . , Ci, Ci+l , . . . , c,, be th,e sequence of configurations 
of the calculus yq +‘q’ (hence IC, = yq, c, = q’ and r! a rfl). Let n, be the number 
of integers i E 10, n - 1.; such that the height of c’ is equal to l_ 
Case 1: n, 2 IQ11 Yl -+ 2. In this case there are at least 1~11 Y( -t 1 integers i E 
Cl , s - I] such that ci has height equai to 1. Hence there exist i, j such that 
lSi<jan-landci = Cjm There exist words fi, fi, f3 E X* such that 
f = f&f.. , -fi f2 -& CO + Ci ---* Cj+ C* and f, # E, f2 # E. 
Hence n = Ui,.Lf 3, E, E) is a yq-iterative pair with f, # E. 
Case 2: 2 S n, s IQ1 lyl+ 1. Let il C i2 < l l l < in, be the sequence ot indices 4 
such that the height of Ci, is equal to 1 (0 - i, and i,,, < n). Let us denote by gi 
(j E 11, nl - 11) the portion of S leading from ci, to ci,+, in the calculus yq +I q’. We 
denote by s the suffix off leading from c’,, to c,. Either there exists j such that 
or 
lgjl a (IQ1 1 Yl)'Q'2'y' + 1 9 (a) 
ISI zz (IQ] 1 Yl)'Q'2'y'+ 1. (b) 
In subcase (b), by Lemma 2.3, s has a y’q’-iterative pair, where y’q’ = mod&,). 
As the prefix off leading from co to c,, cannot be empty, f would have a yq-iterative 
pair with a non-vacuous first component. 
In subcase (a) let us consider the decomposition gj = xgj (where x E X) 
ci, : fy”q”, (c,) 
y’y”q4 ci,+, = Yjq.+ 1 (Cd 
and the calculus C2 never enters a configuration of height 1, with the exception of 
e last configuration Ci,,, . Hence ynq”-g; qj+l, Igil 2 (IQ1 [ Y~)~Q’2~y’ and by Lemma 
2.3, gi has a y”q’‘-iterative pair. Here again f has a yq-iterative pair with non-vacuous 
first component. 0 
3. R(yq, y’q’) is ~egukr. 
. Let us consider the set l?(yq, y’q’) = (f E X*)3a E Y*- yq *‘hq’, 
mode(orq’) = y’q’ and every factorisation of this calculus as 
f t 1; 
yq -s zlq, s z,q, -+ cxq’ 
rove t 
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Let us denote by t% the integer IQ!‘! 1’1. &yq, y’q’) is recognised by a finite 
automaton A’, whose states are the words zq where z E Y*, q E Q and lzl s JY, and 
whose transitions simu ate the transitions of in the following sense: if in the 
automaton A, yq ++.’ tq’ is a transition (where x E X u (E}) then in the autcmaton 
A’, ayq jx ( at)‘H’q’ is a transition for every a! E Y*, Ia! s H - 1 (here ptH’ denotes 
the word p itself if !p! 6 HJ and the suffix of /3 with length H elsewhere). The initial 
state qf A’ is yq and the final states are all the states aq’ with ty E Y*, lcvl s RI and 
mode(kuq’) = y’q’. Let us denote by WME(yq) the set of all words on X* having a 
minimal elementary yq-iterative pair. We claim that 
R (Y% y'q') = myq, y’q’) - u &w, y,q,)WME(y,qM* W 
(a) R (yq, y’q’) c E(yq, y’q’). Let f belong to R(yq, y’q’). There exists (Y E Y* 
such that yq 2 aq’ and mode( cyq’) = y’q’. Iff e R(yq, y’q’), then the above calculus 
can be factorised as 
.t; 
yq -_, z,q, 2 z,q 2 cy9’ 
L 2 with I4 - !%I ’ la!‘! yl. 
One can then deduce from Fact 1 of Lemma 2.3 that f has some yq-iterative pair, 
contradicting the definition of Rfyq, y’q’). Hence the inclusion is proved. 
(b) It is straightforward that no word JE R(yq, y’q’) can belong to 
U ?,Iy,~ ,-Q R(yq, ,y,q,)WME(y,q,)X? Hence, by inciusion (a), we have proved that 
the left-hand side of the equality (E) is included in its right-hand side. 
(c) Let f E Plyq, y’q’j. If f’ has some yq-iterative pair, then by Lemma 3.1 it 
* belongs to uI’,yI’ YQ R(yq, y,q,)WME(y,q,)X* and by inclusion (a) 
Hence, every member of the right-hand side of(E) has no yq-iterative pair, therefore 
the right-hand side of (E) is included in its left-hand side. From (E) we deduce that 
R(yq, y’q’) is Izgular. Cl 
Let us now define the controlled rewriting system S associated with A 
S is Basic and sfrongly injective. 
(1) We prove first t 
r1, v;, m,), 
t S is strcdngly i 
(r2 pply on a same wad f 
3. 
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Case 1: lrlmll < lr2m2j (i.:., r!ml is a strict prefix of rz112& 
Subcase (a): 
“I 
r ; m2 
This configuration is impossible because m2 would have a y2q2-iterative pair Iif = 
kl, g,,g,,g,,g,) with l&l 2 1. 
Subcase (b) : 
rl ml s 
Id = Ir2L 
r2 M_, 
ME(yiqi) (for i E { ‘_,2}) is not empty. Hence y,q, , y,q, are reading-modes. 
exists aI, a2 such that yOqO-‘l alylql and yoqo*r~ a2y2q2. As rl = r2 and y,q,, y2q2 
are reading-modes, y, q1 = y2q2. When reading the word m, , with initial configuration 
ylqr , the dpda A empties its stack. Hence A ~0 -- -& . UIlllUL Gti ii; CGihfi;u~~..,.. fi-1rrcat;*ll ,7 /1 .rs!y.l 8 
calculus reading m2. Hence this subcase cannot occur. 
Subcase (c) : 
I+ IhI- 
f-2 m:! 
We first remark that r, m, cannot be a prefix of rz, otherwise rz would have a 
yoqo-iterative pair. 
Hence Ir,l < IrJ < lr,m,l < Ir2m21, 
ml = rnirny, r, = r,mi, m, = rnys where my # E and s # E. 
Let aqi be the configuration with reading-mode such that 
Then 
r,m’, = rz E R(yoqo, yzq2), hence the mode of cu,aqi is y,q,. Hence, either 
Y292 - “1; q: (if Ial = 1) or A cannot read the word : ey when starting in configuration 
F2qz (if 1~1 > - 2). Anyhow, A cannot read rnys when starting in conSguration yzq2, 
E(y2qz). This subcase is then impossible. 
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By the arguments given in Case 1, Subcase (bj, y,q, = y2q2. AS WI, has a unique 
minimal eiementary y,q,-iterative pair II, vi = v2 (which is the third compoilent of 
H). We have prove at (r,, vl, 12,) = (r2, v2, m2). 
(2) We prove now that S is basic. Let us note 
Wyq) = W~W.Yq) u u wyq9 4’) ’ 
q’c Q 
We consider f = r,k,s I= r2n-2 with ISI < lkJ and r; E R(yOqO, yiqi)9 k; E K(yiq;) for 
i E {1,2). We investi ate below all the possible configurations for the occurrences 
of rl 9 k, , r2, k2. We shall then deduce that S is basic. 
Case 1: 
r1 k, s 
lrzl ( lr,l and s E X*. 
r2 k2 
Then A, E R(yrq,, q’) for some q’ E Q, otherwise k2 would have a y,q,-iterative pair 
17 = (g,, g,, g,, g4, gd with lg,la 1. 
Case 2: 
rl k! s 
jr,1 = lrzj and s # F. 
By the same arguments as in part (l), Case 1, Subcase (b), this is impossible. 
Case 3: 
r1 4 s 
lr,i ( It-,1 and s f F. 
r2 k2 
By the same arguments as in part (1), Case 1, Subcase (c), this is possible only 
when k, E R(y, 1,) q’) for some q’ E Q and lr,k,l s jr21. 
Case 4: 
r. k, 
r, k, 
l3y the same arguments as in part (2), Case 1, k, = k2 or k2 E (Yzh4’) for SOme 
0 Q- 
The facts that ase 1 can occur only with k, 
occur and that Case 4 can occur only with k2 E 
where (rr , k,) = (Q, k,)), i 
The fact that Case 3 is imp 
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1%6: fact that Case 3 is possible when k, E R(y,q, , q’) only if Ir, kt 1 c lr2i shows 
that condition C3 of Definition 2.5 is satisfied. 
ence S is basic. r73 
Let F c ( Y u {E))Q be a set of E-free modes of 
recognised by A with F as a set of final modes). 
Lemma 35 &ME rplntinns cs and +s saturate L. _ _ ____.-m. 
A and L = L(A, F) (i.e., L is 
Let us 
‘yq’ -+s 
Let r E R(yoq0, yd, y0q0 +Z ayq. Let (u, u, w) E ME(yq), 
Y4 ‘? Pyq9 Y4 L’, 4’9 
Pq’2, 4’. 
suppose that y,q, ---, rU”WS c where mode(c) E F and s E X*. If s # E, then 
c. Ifs= E, as mode(c) is an 
calculus of A on yoqo, reading ruvws. 
have proved that I- saturates L. By 
saturates L. Cl 
E-free mode, yoqo *ruoN”F c is ihe maximum 
Hence again aq’ +.S c, so that y,q, -rL” c. We 
similar arguments we could prove that js 
emark 3.6. When A is not real-time and F contains some E-modes, Lemma 3.5 
becomes false. For example, if A = ((a, b, c}, {y}, {q, ql , q2, q’}, d, q, J$ where d is 
defined by Table 2, S = a* x {b} x {abc} hence b es a&. 
e abc E L(A, yq2), while b sz L(A, yqr), hence I-~ does not saturate L( A, yq2). 
6 E L(A, yq,), while a6c sz L(A, yq,), hence -3 does not saturate L(A, yq,). 
Table 2 
a F c IT 
_^- 
Y9 YY9 4’91 
YYI 9’ 
Y9, 9’ 
j-9’ Y9z 
3.7. Let L = L(A, F) where F is a set of E-free modes. Let R = 
U :‘qk F Nyt,qll, z’q1). Tkn h. = [RI,, - 
Proof. As S is strongly injective, it is conffuent. The fact that R c h(§) implies 
then [RI+ = (R),,. Let us prove that I, = (R), _s. 
(a) R c L and the relation --+ saturates L. ence -%s ails0 saturates L an 
then J has at least one 
te: ft, g Icr so 
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(c) As the system S is strictly length-reducing, we deduce from (b) that L c (I?)+ 
by an induction on the length of words. Cl 
Proposition 3.7 achieves the proof of Theorem 1.1. 
Some eemplements on Theorem 1.1 
(1) In the particular case where F c Q (i.e.. k is recognised by final states and 
empty stack), R is a finite prefix set. Hence every strict deterministic context-free 
ianguage has the form [D]+ where D is a finite prefix set and S is a basic, confluent, 
strict, finite c-system. 
(2) Theorem 1 .I remains true if we substitute the notion of a left-basic c-system 
to the notion of a “Jasic c-system or the notion of a strongly injective c-system to 
the notion of a con uent c-system. These two substitutions can be made indepen- 
dently of each other and lead to four true statements. 
On the one hand, the proof given here shows that every dcfl L has the form 
[G+ for some regular set R and some basic, strongly injective, strict, finite c-system 
S. On the other han d, the more general class of c-systems considered in the four 
statements is the class of left-basic, confluent, strict finite c-systems. It is established 
in [8] that for every S in this class and every regular set R, [RI+ is a dcfl. 
Example 3.8. 
the following 
A= 
L = 
Let us compute the c-system S and the set of axioms R associated to 
dpda A and language L: 
b, Y, 29 t, 4 61, h P9 ‘y, YoI9 h, 4,9’1,& !?o, Yoh 
L(A, F) with F = {q’}. 
S is definc,i tj>r Table 3. We have 
ME(aq) = {(xy, t, E)}, ME(flq) = {(a, yt, WI, ME(rq’! = ((4 6, &)I, 
Wwo, Qyq) = z(xy)“x[a(yx)*]*y + 2, 
NYOQO, VI’) = zx(yx)*[a(yx)*]*aytt*, 
Wyoqo, 4’) = a- 
Table 3 
X Y i! ! 
a h 
“9 
9’ 
a9 YP9 
YY’ 9’ 
_-p- _-.- 
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Hence 
S = z(xy)*x[a(yx)*]*y + z x (t} x (xyt) 
R= 
v z(q-3’ r[a(yx)*]* x {yr} x {aytb} 
v zx(yx)*[a(yx)*]*aytt” x (6) x (tb), 
MI* 
The language L is 
zt U zx(yx)*[a(yx)*]“ut[ t*b-Jt’. 
n%zO 
4. Controlled rewriti g systems and real-time automata 
We give here two other results relating deterministic ontext-free languages and 
right-congruences generated by c-systems. As these results are technical we omit 
their proof here (their formal proof is given in [24]). 
In order to formulate a restriction on c-systems which will be equivalent o the 
“real-time” restriction on dpda we need one more definition. Let S be a c-system 
over an alphabet X. A rule (r, u, u) E S is said to be right-linear iff there exists some 
rule (r’, u), v’) E S such that rv = v’u’. 
Theorem 4.1, Let L bc a language over afinite alphabet X. L is a reai-time deterministic 
context-free language iff there exists a regular set R c X* and a c-system S over X 
such that S is left-basic, confluent, strict, jnite, without righNinear rule and L = [R],., . 
An analogous characterisation of dcfls (alternative to Theorem 1.1) is the fol- 
lowing. 
reposition 4.2. Let L be a language a;er a finite alphabet X. L is deterministic 
context-free iff there exists a regular set R c X* and a c-system S over X such that 
S is basic, confluent, strict, rational, without right-linear rule and L = [R],,. 
We recall that a c-system S is said to be rational when it has a decomposition 
D = UC x (&I x K&l rt] . where the sets Ri, 15 are rational. From the representation 
of dcfls given in Proposition 4.2 it is possible to deduce a new proof of a theorem 
of [IO] (also proved in [ 161): every dcfl is recognised by a one-state, real-time 
jump-deterministic pushdown automaton. Namely, for every c-system S which is 
basic, confluent, strict, rational it is possible to build a one-state jump-dpda J which 
“computes” OS in the sense that for every f E X*, if w,q J’wq (where q is the only 
state of 9 and ufo is the initi stack content) then O,(f) = q(w) where p is a fixed 
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We have given a correspondence between dcfls and c-systems and a correspon- 
dence between real-time dcfls ar,ii c-systems. We think that it would be interesting 
(and that it is possible) to find other correspondences between classical families of 
dcfBs and some families of c-systems. Such correspondences can be compared with 
the already known correspondences between dcfls and recursive program schemes 
(see 111, Section 5.51 for an overview of this topic). 
These correspondences (and probably other correspondences which will be 
established later) will allow a new approach of the equivalence problem for dpda 
or for some restricted families of dpda. This point of view has recently been applied 
to the so-called “extended problem of equivalence” for real-time dcfls, finite-turn 
dcfls and NTS languages (see 1223). Nevertheless the algorithms proposed in [22] 
are merely extensions (by means of c-systems) of known algorithms working on 
dpda. We think it is worth trying to obtain new algorithms working on the c-systems 
on+ and taking advantage of the following facts: 
(1) c-systems do not introduce symbols other than the letters of the alphabet of 
the language (additional objects like states or stack symbols depend essentially on 
the dpda and not on the language itself). 
(2) c-systems .qI, S2 induce reductions OS,, 19~~: X* + X* which can be composed 
I :.._., L:e mapping es, 0 Ohq2 is defined) while dpda considered as transducers (mapping 
>rd f on the stack content of the dpd- -. 2 after having readf) cannot be composed, 
,:ccause their stack alphabet has nothing to do with their terminal alphabet X. 
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